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Phobya 4 Channel Fan
Controller - Black

$15.99

Product Images

Short Description

Phobyas fan controllers, without many bells and whistles, focusing on the basics: adjust by simply switching
their fan speed!

Depending on what is being done with the computer or what year or time of day, the computer needs more
fan power, which also leads to an increased noise level with them, or else it down regulates, if you want to
look around the rest a movie or summer heat is easing. Exactly for such applications were made and fan
controls, and this is where Phobya. With an unbeatable price compared to other comparable models can
Phobya with 4-Control again all behind you!

The front, classic black aluminum, the rotary switch or potentiometer called also black, fit wonderfully in the
most popular cabinet color. In a 5.25 inch drive bay fits of almost every known Tower controller design
perfectly. Little blue LEDs above the potentiometer present everywhere where fans are connected.
Traditionally, the voltage control takes place here. From off, 6-12V, the complete fan speed range is covered
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run in which such a rule. The complete power supply directly from a successful 4Pin molex from the PSU.

Who just wants to regulate only his fans with this fan controller is the best advice!

 

Description

Phobyas fan controllers, without many bells and whistles, focusing on the basics: adjust by simply switching
their fan speed!

Depending on what is being done with the computer or what year or time of day, the computer needs more
fan power, which also leads to an increased noise level with them, or else it down regulates, if you want to
look around the rest a movie or summer heat is easing. Exactly for such applications were made and fan
controls, and this is where Phobya. With an unbeatable price compared to other comparable models can
Phobya with 4-Control again all behind you!

The front, classic black aluminum, the rotary switch or potentiometer called also black, fit wonderfully in the
most popular cabinet color. In a 5.25 inch drive bay fits of almost every known Tower controller design
perfectly. Little blue LEDs above the potentiometer present everywhere where fans are connected.
Traditionally, the voltage control takes place here. From off, 6-12V, the complete fan speed range is covered
run in which such a rule. The complete power supply directly from a successful 4Pin molex from the PSU.

Who just wants to regulate only his fans with this fan controller is the best advice!

 

Specifications

Specifications:
Material: Aluminum
Color: black
But measurements (L x W x H): 149 x 42 x 61mm
Output voltage: off, 6-12V
Optimum power per channel: 12W
Fan channels: up to 4pcs
Fan Connector: 3pin
Power supply: DC 12V 4Pin Molex

Contents:
Phobya Control 1x 4-Fan Controller - Black
Mounting screws 
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-70192

Weight 1.0000

Color Black

Device Type Fan Controller

Bay Size 5.25" Bay


